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Abstarct
The advancement of computer technology has enabled us to perform 
business services more efficiently and effectively. But still we are 
suffering from the security leakages from unauthorized users. A 
firewall is a system that acts as an interface between private network 
and a public network. It implements the security policy based on 
the rules defined by the network administrator; which decides the 
packets can be allowed or denied to the organization’s private 
network. Manual definition of rules often results in anomalies 
in the policy detection. We develop an Anomaly Management 
framework called Firewall Anomaly Management Environment 
(FAME) thatuses both Rule based segmentation technique and 
grid based representation technique for detecting and resolving 
the adaptive sense of anomalies in the network. We also show 
how efficiently our approach can discover and resolve anomalies 
in firewall policies.
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I. Introduction
Firewall is used to protect the private network depending on set 
of rules and regulations. A firewall keeps a network secure by 
controlling the traffic to/from a network. It can be either software-
based or hardware based. Firewall monitors the suspicious and 
Un-authorized traffic to Internet-based enterprises. Due to the 
complexity and inters dependency of the policy rules; firewall 
policy management has become a challenging task. Due to 
complex nature of policy anomalies, resolving anomalies is a 
more challenging problem for system administrators. While 
defining the filtering facility, in order to determine the proper 
rule ordering and guarantee correct security policy semantics, 
great attention has to be given to rule relations and interactions. 
The complexity in writing a new rule or modifying an existing 
rule increases with more number of filtering rules. Recently, policy 
anomaly management is getting much attention. Policy anomaly 
management tools such as FIREMAN and Firewall Policy Advisor 
have been introduced for policy management in firewalls. Firewall 
policy advisor can detect only pair wise anomalies in firewall 
rules. And FIREMAN can detect anomalies in multiple rules by 
analyzing the relationships between one rule and a collection of 
packet spaces derived from all preceding rules. Thereby firewall 
policy management of FIREMAN is incomplete and can only 
show there is some mis-configuration between one rule and its 
preceding rules, and cannot accurately point out all rules involved 
in the anomaly.

II. Analysis
To resolve policy conflicts, a firewall typically implements a 
first-match resolution mechanism based on the order of rules. 
In this way, each packet processed by the firewall is mapped to 
the decision of the first rule that the packet matches. However, 
applying the first-match strategy to cope with policy conflicts 
has limitations. When a conflict occurs in a firewall, the existing 
first matching rule may not be a desired rule that should take 
precedence with respect to conflict resolution.

Table 1: An Example Firewall Policy

Rule Protocol Source IP Source 
port Dest.IP Dest.

port Action

r1 UDP 100.11.2.* * 162.32.1.* 80 deny
r3 UDP 100.11.*.* * 162.32.1.* 80 deny
r3 TCP 100.11.*.* * 192.168.*.* 53 allow
r4 TCP 100.11.1.* * 192.168.1.* 53 deny

r5 * 100.11.1.* * * * allow

The firewall policy consists of sequence of rules that define the 
actions performed on packets so that, it satisfy certain conditions. 
A rule consists of certain conditions that perform some actions. A 
condition in a rule comprises a set of fields that can identify specific 
packets matched by this rule. Table 1 shows an example of firewall 
policy which includes 5 firewall rules- r1, r2, r3, r4, r5. 
The typical firewall policy anomalies are:

A. Shadowing
A rule is shadowed when one or more of preceding rules that 
matches all the packets matched by this rule, in such a way that 
the shadowed rule is never activated. Shadowing can be considered 
as a critical error in the policy, because the shadowed rule never 
takes effect.

B. Generalization
A rule is a generalization of one or more of preceding rules if they 
have different actions and if a subset of packets matched by this 
rule also matches the preceding rules.

C. Correlation
If a rule intersects with rules but have different action, then this 
rule is said to be correlated with other rules. Here, the packets 
matched by the intersection of those rules may be denied by one 
rule, but permitted by others.

D. Redundancy
A rule is redundant if there is another same or more general rule 
available that has same action on the same packet such that if 
the redundant rule is removed, the overall firewall policy will 
not be affected.

III. Related Work

A. Firewall Policy Representation 
Existing anomaly detection methods could not accurately point out 
the anomaly portions caused by a set of overlapping rules, In order 
to precisely identify policy anomalies, a rule-based segmentation 
technique is used which implements a binary decision diagram 
(BDD)-based data structure to represent rules and perform various 
set operations that converts a list of rules into a set of disjoint 
network packet spaces. This technique is recently introduced 
to deal with several research problems such as network traffic 
measurement firewall testing and optimization.
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1. Rule Based Segmentation Technique

Fig. 1: Packet Space Representation Derived From Example 
Policy

Algorithm 1: Segmentation algorithm
Input: A set of rules, R.
Output: A set of packet space segments, S.
1.  foreach r ϵ R do
2.  sr← PacketSpace(r);
3.  foreach s ϵ S do
4.  /* sris a subset of s */
5. ifsrϹ s then
6.  S.Append( s \ sr)
7. s ← sr;
8.  break;
9.  /* sris a superset of s */
10. elseifsrϽ s then
11. sr← sr\ s;
12.  /* srpartially matches s */
13.  elseifsr∩ s ≠ Ф then
14.  S.Append(s \ sr)
15.  s← sr∩ s;
16.  sr← sr\ s;
17.  S.Append(sr);
18.  return S;
A set of segments S: {s1, s2,…sn} from firewall rules has 
The properties:

All segments are pairwise disjoint: i.e., si ∩ sk=Ф, Where • 
1≤ i ≠ k ≤ n;
Any two different network packets p1 and p2 within the same • 
segment (si) are matched by the exact same set of rules: 
GetRule(p1)= GetRule(p2), for all pϵsi, where GetRule() 
returns all matched rules of a network packet.

To facilitate the correct interpretation of analysis results, a concise 
and intuitive representation method is necessary. Actually the 
segmentation technique can be represented in geometric three 
dimensional .For the purpose of brevity and understandability 
we employ a two-dimensional geometric representation of 
segmentation technique.
The rule-based segmentation technique addressed in Algorithm 
1 clearly represents all identical packet spaces derived from a set 
of overlapping rules. Here the policy segments are classified as: 
overlapping and non-overlapping Segments. Each non-overlapping 
segment will be specifying a unique rule and each overlapping 
segment are related to rules,
A two geometric representation of each packet space derived from 
firewall rules are used here, which provides better understand ability. 
Fig. 1. (a) provides the two dimensional geometric representation of 
firewall rule defined in Table.1. Fig. 1b demonstrates the segments 
of packet spaces derived from the example policy in Table 1. In 

Fig. 1cseven disjoint uniform segments are represented. Here s2, 
s4 and s7 are non-overlapping segments and s1, s3, s5 and s6 are 
overlapping segments. It is still difficult for the administrator to 
figure out the policy anomalies that is how many segments one 
rule is involved in.

2. Grid Representation of Policy Anomaly
To satisfy the need for more precise anomaly representation, 
introduced a grid representation that is a matrix-based visualization 
of policy anomalies, in which rules are represented along vertical 
axis and space segments are displayed along horizontal axis of 
the matrix. The intersection of a segment and a rule is a grid that 
displays a rule’s subspace covered by the segment.

Fig. 2: Grid Representation of Firewall Policy Anomaly

Here we can easily determine which rules are covered by a 
segment, and which segments are associated with a rule. Our grid 
representation provides a better understanding of policy anomalies 
to system administrators with an overall view of related segments 
and rules.

IV. Anomaly Management Framework

Fig. 3: Policy Anomaly Management Framework
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The Firewall anomaly management framework is divided into two 
functionalities. First one is detecting and resolving conflicts and 
second one is Redundancy discovery and removal as shown in 
fig. 3. The functionalities are based on Rule based segmentation 
technique. Here in the first step conflicting segments are identified 
first. In the second step action constraint generation can be 
performed by using the strategy based conflict resolution by this 
risk level can be calculated that is which packet should be allowed 
or denied. Packet with high risk level should be blocked or denied, 
and packet with low risk level should be allowed. In the third step 
rule reordering can be performed. The optimal solution can be 
occurred in the rule reordering phase.

A. Strategy Based Conflict Resolution

Fig. 4:

In the action constraint generation we propose a strategy based 
conflict resolution method. This strategy is based on minimal 
interaction with the system administrators. This strategy is having 
two sections Automated and Manual strategy selections. In this 
strategy we are having Risk Level (RL), Upper threshold (UT) 
and Lower Threshold (LT). It contracts that if the risk level is 
very high the action should be denied, if the risk level is quite 
low the expected action should be allowed. If the risk levels are 
in between the upper threshold and lower threshold which can be 
set by the system administrators in advance based on the different 
situations of protected networks. To compute the risk value for 
each vulnerability.
Risk Value = (CVSS Base Score) × (Importance value).

V. Experimental Results 
Experimental results are demonstrated here. To analyse the 
implementation of the proposed system various experimental 
results are illustrated.

Node form window
                                  
This window shows the how data can be transferred into the rule 
engine from the node form. After entering the login details into 
the login form the files should be uploaded and encrypted then 
transferred into the rule engine.

Rule engine form

This window shows the shadowing; Correlation and redundancy 
should be applied to the rules. Action should be performed according 
to the condition. Now the information should be transferred from 
the network segments to the correlation segments.

Filter design form

This window shows the either the action is denied or allowed; 
According to the condition it will perform action.

VI. Conclusion
A novel anomaly management framework that facilitates systematic 
detection and resolution of firewall policy anomalies. A rule-
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based segmentation mechanism and a grid-based representation 
technique were introduced to achieve the goal of effective and 
efficient anomaly analysis. In addition, it have described a proof-
of-concept implementation of  anomaly management environment 
called FAME and demonstrated that proposed anomaly analysis 
methodology is practical and helpful for system administrators 
to enable an assumable network management.
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